Paper one






1.
Buddhism practices

What do Buddhist do during their main festivals?
What are the most important characteristics to a Buddhist?
What are Buddhist ethics?
How do I answer a GCSE unit?
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2.
Christian beliefs

What do Christians believe about the nature of God?
Why was Jesus important?
Why is the cross special to Christians?
What is sin?

Keywords/Skills
Wesak – a Buddhist festival focusing on the Buddha’s life
Parinirvana – a Buddhist festival focusing on the Buddha’s death
Stupa – a shrine or monument above a Buddhist relic usually the Buddha’s ashes
Karuna - compassion
Metta – loving kindness
Karma – negative and good actions that relate to reincarnation
Five moral precepts – five guidelines for everyday living
The six perfections – six characteristic traits to perfect
Ethics – deep thinking about the best course of action

Keywords/Skills
Omnipotent – all powerful
Trinity – God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Spirt
Incarnation – to be both fully man and fully God
Crucifixion – death sentence by hanging a person on a cross
Resurrection – to rise from the dead fully alive
Ascension – to ascend into heaven
Sin – an act or thought that separates man from God
Salvation – to be saved from the consequences of sin
Justice – to be judged/to seek to see equality especially for minorities

Key skills
To be able to refer to sources of authority in exam practice. To understand the key
concepts in Buddhist ethics. To feel confident with Buddhist beliefs and practices
knowledge. To be able to answer the Buddhist section in a mock exam.

Key skills
To know the basic beliefs of Christianity and how these relate to the person of
Jesus. To be able to explain ideas in full and answer the essay style question with
sufficient detail.

